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Publish on your website:

AR1U010
how you could take 
original legends into 
account in your
•earlier and
•future work.

AR0112
calculations and 

observations of surfaces 
and boundaries in any 

location and your 
design, check your 

observations.



LEGENDS
sun wind water earth 

 life living, environment, 
nature-culture

function, priorities, agenda



Design making differences



Alternatives of form: states of 
dispersion on one level of scale



Line, surface, mass as 
variants of dispersion



The designer’s view: 
state of dispersion(form)



Concentration and centralisation 
are different concepts



Built 
and 
open 
space 



Open space



States of dispersion
at different levels of scale



Shape as state of dispersion30km

CC: very 
concentrated

CD: spread 
concentration

DC: bundled 
deconcentration

DD: very 
deconcentrated

Nagtegaal (1994) 



Accords of dispersion1km

CC 
concentration of 
residence and 
traffic at district 

and 
neighbourhood 

level

DC spread of 
residence and 
traffic at district 

level and 
concentration at 
neighbourhood 

level

DD spread of 
residence and traffic 

at district and 
neighbourhood level

Mergler (1994) 



3-level-accords of dispersion1km

CCC 
concentration of 
residence and 

traffic at district, 
neighbourhood, 
and spot level

DCC + DCD spread of 
residence and traffic at 

district level, concentration 
at neighbourhood level, 

different forms of 
concentration at spot level

DDC + DDD spread of 
residence and traffic at 
district level, spread at 
neighbourhood level, 

different forms of 
concentration at spot 

level.



Schale paradox



Binary legend of man’s habitat



Culturalness in legend colours



Design strategy as a legend

Frame 60x60km

Grain r=300m



Number of people as a legend

Frame 20x20km

Grain r=100m



Infrastructure investment as 
legend

Frame 2x2km

Grain r=20m



Problems and opportunities as 
legend

Frame 600x600m

Grain r=3m



Mediaeval trias urbanica



Contemporary functional legends



Dispersion of different colours



Design making differences



Possibilities = f(Differences)



Highest visibility in the centre

http://www.msac.gov.au/pdfs/reports/msacref13.pdf



Design details to focus 

http://www.msac.gov.au/pdfs/reports/msacref13.pdf



Different focus on composition

Green Heart North and South wings Deltametropolis

The recognition of the very first component determines the definition of the other ones



Morphological reconstruction to 
determine the first component 

Dividing Segmenting Tailoring Detailing



Quality



Different varieties by composition



Composition 
analysis



Variety accord district 
Baarsjes (Amsterdam)



Variety accords in buildings



Compositions 
of components 
and details

in a frame of

• 10m

• 30m

• 100m



Kinds of details

There are

• characteristic (for a component);

• connecting (components);

• crucial (for the composition) or

• striking (as an accidental point of recognition, a 
label)

details.



Components and details in 
compositions



Growing awareness by scale

0 year
R  = 1m

1 year
R = 3m

3 years
R = 10m

5 years
R = 30m

7 years
R = 100m

9 years
R = 300m

11 years
R = 1000m

13 years
R = 3000m



Field of vision
for child and adult

in degrees from center



I am 0 year old



I am 1 year old



I am 3 years old



I am 5 years old



I am 7 years old



I am 9 years old



I am 11 years old



I am 13 years old



Legend boundaries as field of 
problems and desires



Scale of separation

Give a meaning to each cell in words or in 
small illustrations. Make – whether on 
location or not – a design sketch in the five 
colours in which all transitions occur, each in 
at least four directions of the compass. Make 
a detailed design sketch of at least three 
transitions. Then characterise each area by 
means of its boundaries. 



Boundaries

Boundaries play a major rôle in design and in ecology.

In design, every boundary is a line drawn between 2 
legend units (types).

In ecology every boundary is a place offering more 
opportunities than homogeneous areas. 



Aldo van Eyck (1968)
Take off your shoes and walk along the beach through the ocean’s 
last thin sheet of water gliding landwards and seawards.
You feel reconsiled in a way you would not feel if there were a 
forced dialogue between you and either one or the other of these 
great phenomena.
For here, in-between land and ocean – in this in-between realm, 
something happens to you that is quite different from the seaman’s 
alternating nostalgia.
No landward yearning from the sea, no seaward yearning from the 
land. No yearning for the alternative – no escape from one into the 
other. Now there is nothing wrong with the seaman as long as we 
realize that he is always wanting to go home both ways.



Design making difference



Polarity: from form to structure

10m 30m 100m

3m



Sharp edges and gradients 3m

Wall Campsheeting Slope 

In-between realms



Connecting and separating 30m



A dispersion of blue and green

300m3000m 

Boundary-richness as a quality



Water and stone

Venice
1x2km

IJburg
1x2km

Venice
200x200m

IJburg
200x200m

IJburg early design ArchitectenCie



Urban space and relief

Ede, Brauwere Rotterdam Crooswijk, Malschaert

Small outside space with 
continual horizontal relief

medium urban space with 
vertical relief every 80m.



Public private margin

Oud in: Boven, Freijser et al. (1997) Wils in: Boven, Freijser et al. (1997)



Vertical relief

De Bazel in: Boven, Freijser et al. (1997) Brandes in: Boven, Freijser et al. (1997)



Mixing horizontal 
and vertical relief
Loerakker ,
Van Herk, Benthem en Crouwel , Mehrtens 
in: Boven, Freijser et al. (1997) 



Conditional analysis

based on the 
simple 
comparison of 
two concepts A 
and B, putting the 
question 'could 
you imagine A 
without B?' and 
the reverse. 



Anthropocentric and 
ecocentric thinking



Possible futures



Possibilities = f(Differences)



Causes under conditions



Presupposed conditions



Conditional sequence?



Changing conditions



Design making difference



Aims and means



Concepualisation



Benefit of generalising 
empirical thinking


